Kootenai Station – February 17, 1999

Kris:
Kootenai Station is to be put at alert status to receive rescued victims from Outpost 41 on the Dominion border.  These victims were station personnel and ship-bound travelers in the area, rescued by Federation vessels one day ago.

Kris:
Kootenai Station is to be put at alert status to receive rescued victims from Outpost 41 on the Dominion border.  These victims were station personnel and ship-bound travelers in the area, rescued by Federation vessels one day ago.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>

COO_Cain:
::allocating appropriate power to medical in preparation for  victims from Outpost 41::

COO_Cain:
*Dr_House*  You have full power to you medical facilities.

CO_Louis:
*Engineering* I need a status report.

CSECHicks:
::Sits in his office on deck 5::

Dr_Ocean:
::in Sickbay with synthepipe::  Dr Hous: prepare triage

Dr_Hous:
:: in Sickbay, preparing the biobeds :: *Cain*: Acknowledged

XO_Olbrun:
::arriving in Ops, and looks for the captain::

CNS_Lane:
::on way to sickbay to help with the refugees::

CO_Louis:
:: Notices the XO entering OPS, but doesn't stray from the console ::

Dr_Hous:
Ocean: Sure

CEO_Kal:
*CO* I have many teams finishing up repairs on the most important systems, I'll see with the transport if they need any help from us

Dr_Ocean:
*Operations* request use of cargo bays for incoming wounded

CSECHicks:
*CO* As a security precaution, we should try to keep all the refugees contained and limit their access to the station.

COO_Cain:
*All*:  @0 minutes until survivors reach the station.  Everyone be prepared.

XO_Olbrun:
::goes over to the captain:: Louis: Reporting for duty, sir.

CEO_Kal:
::in Engineering supervising all the repairs::

CTOAlex:
*Hicks* I need to coordinate the arrival procedures with you

Dr_Ocean:
::monitoring blood supplies and opening ER facilities::

COO_Cain:
*Dr_Ocean*  Acknowledged.  Cargo bays 1,2,3,5 are ready now.  Others will be ready when they arrive.

CSECHicks:
*CTO* Not a problem, Alex.

Dr_Ocean:
*Cain* thank you very much

CTOAlex:
::checks the Tactical console and sees that all systems seem to be operating fine::

Dr_Hous:
Ocean: I think 5 cargo bays should be enough, don't you think?

CNS_Lane:
::enters sickbay:: Dr. Hous:  Any word on when the refugee's will be here?

CEO_Kal:
::monitors closely power to the cargo bays since she knows they'll be in great use::

COO_Cain:
::making final preparations in cargo bays 6 through 9 for further medical use::

Dr_Ocean:
Dr Hous: I hope so, please prepare burn units and phaser trauma

TAC_Jaxom:
@*Kootenai Station*  This is the USS Bastion and we'll be there soon.  We've got some special passengers.

XO_Olbrun:
::stands sort of at ease, but waiting for the captain's word...she's not certain she's in good standing with him::

CTOAlex:
::has the Bastion on sensors::

TAC_Jaxom:
@*Kootenai Station*  I hope you've got low gravity facilities.  We've got some folks here who desperately need some medical care in a low-grav setting.

Dr_Hous:
Ocean: Ok, doctor :: moves to a locker, takes tricorder, burn units and phaser trauma stuff ::

XO_Olbrun:
*Jaxom* We will be able to accommodate your people.

Dr_Ocean:
::rubs white beard on his wintery 55 year old face::

COO_Cain:
*Dr_Ocean*  Cargo bay 9 will be set up for low gravity environment.  Cargo bays 6 through 8 are now ready as well.

XO_Olbrun:
*Jaxom* Welcome to Kootenai Station.

CTOAlex:
::checks sensors for any other incoming ships::

TAC_Jaxom:
@*Kootenai*  Glad to hear it.  We didn't find out until we realized we were crushing them in our normal grav.  They're in bad shape.  Our docking ETA is 1 minute.  See you then.

COO_Cain:
::begins preparations for low gravity environment in cargo bay 9::

CEO_Kal:
engineering: I'll head to the cargo bay to see how things are going there ::heads out of engineering to the CB::

Dr_Ocean:
*Cain* thank you, please direct weapon burn victims to CB 1 and 2

XO_Olbrun:
*Jaxom* Kootenai out.

COO_Cain:
*Dr_Ocean*  Acknowledged. Cargo bay 9 is ready for low gravity patients.

TAC_Jaxom:
ACTION: THE USS BASTION IS REQUESTING DOCKING CLEARANCE.

XO_Olbrun:
::taps the comm:: *Sickbay* You need to prepare zero-G facilities for some of the patients.

CTOAlex:
::lowers shields for the Bastion::

CSECHicks:
::Leaves his office heading for ops::

COO_Cain:
*USS Bastion*  You are cleared for docking.

Dr_Ocean:
Dr Hous, please  supervise the low gravity patient care in CB 9

TAC_Jaxom:
ACTION: THE USS BASTION DOCKS AND BEGINS OFFLOADING VICTIMS.

CEO_Kal:
::the engineers assigned to prepare the CB report everything is fine::

Dr_Hous:
Ocean: Sure, doctor. :: calls 5 meds more and heads to the Turbolift ::

CTOAlex:
::raises shields again and monitors sensors for other ships::

CSECHicks:
::Enters ops and takes place beside CTO::

Dr_Ocean:
*XO* Aye, Cargo Bay 9 is ready to receive low G patients

TAC_Jaxom:
ACTION: THREE MORE SHIPS ARE REQUESTING DOCKING CLEARANCE.

COO_Cain:
*Docking bay 2*  Send all weapon burn victims to CB 1 and 2.

Dr_Hous:
:: enters turbolift :: TL: Cargo bay 9

Dr_Hous (Sound - turbolift.wav):

CTOAlex:
::relays the requests to Cain, and lowers shields again::

XO_Olbrun:
*Ocean* Thank you, Doctor. They're docking now.

CNS_Lane:
::leaves sickbay and heads to CB1::

COO_Cain:
*All Ships*  I am sending you clearance for docking, please provide any medical assistance you can.  ::sends docking clearance::

Dr_Ocean:
::enters CB1 for pre admission screening::

CTOAlex:
Hicks: Glad you can make it

Dr_Hous:
:: reaches Cargo bay 9 airlock :: Docs: Take your antigrav boots and enter 

CSECHicks:
Alex:  I will send security teams to assist in moving victims to designated areas.

Dr_Hous:
:: takes antigrav boots and enters cargo bay 9 ::

CTOAlex:
Hicks: good. We also have to keep security tight... anyone could slip past us in the confusion

CEO_Kal:
*COO* Did any ships request technical assistance?

Dr_Ocean:
::this one to ER1 this one to ER2:: Dr Lake: 20 ccs anesthetic

CSECHicks:
Alex: Agreed.

COO_Cain:
*All*  All personnel, report to docking bays to assist medical teams with boarding victims.

COO_Cain:
CEO:  Not as of yet.

Dr_Hous:
:: waits for patients :: *Operations* We're ready to receive people here

CSECHicks:
*Security*  Teams 1-5 proceed to cargo bays and route victims to those designated for them.

CTOAlex:
*All tactical personnel* Report for duty at all docking areas to aid security

COO_Cain:
Dr_House:  Security is moving patients to you now.

Dr_Ocean:
::various sounds of medical supplies opening and the hum of life monitoring equipment::

XO_Olbrun:
::glances up at the captain:: Louis: The Bastion is docking now, sir.

CNS_Lane:
::hears Cain's announcement and walks to the docking bay::

Dr_Hous:
*Operations* Received. We'll be waiting.

TAC_Jaxom:
ACTION: THE GRAVITY ON DECK 97 SUDDENLY REDUCES TO 2%.

CO_Louis:
Olbrun: Thank you Commander.

CNS_Lane:
::enters the docking bay and starts helping with the victims::

CEO_Kal:
::Orders engineering to monitor closely the cargo bays::

COO_Cain:
CEO:  Gravity on deck 97 has fallen to 2%.

Dr_Ocean:
*Operations* request cargo bays be placed on independent generators a power loss could be fatal

COO_Cain:
Dr_Ocean:  Secondary power allocations are routed to the cargo bays, if we lose power, you wont.

XO_Olbrun:
::keeping an ear on the different crises going on::

CTOAlex:
Hicks: Unless they get the gravity working right on 97 we will need to evacuate all people from there to prevent injuries

Dr_Ocean:
*Cain* thank you very much my patients appreciate it

CO_Louis:
:: Taps console to reroute power to the cargo bays ::

CEO_Kal:
*COO* Understood, I'll check on this

CSECHicks:
Alex: Aye.

CNS_Lane:
Tech: These two will need to go to CB1, they ::points to 5 others:: to CB 4.

TAC_Jaxom:
ACTION: GRAVITY ON DECK 96 IS REDUCED TO 2%.

Dr_Hous:
:: activates the boots ::

CEO_Kal:
::heads back to Engineering::

COO_Cain:
*All on deck 97*  We are aware of your situation, please be patient and be careful until we can correct the power failure.

XO_Olbrun:
*Kal* What's going on?

COO_Cain:
*CEO*  The same has occurred on Deck 96 as well.

CTOAlex:
::notices more decks losing gravity::

COO_Cain:
::Repeats message to deck 96::

Dr_Ocean:
::matching blood types and monitoring the levels of the blood banks ::we're low on T negative::

CEO_Kal:
::in engineering looks at environmental control::

XO_Olbrun:
::itching to get down with a tool kit to deck 97, but knowing she's due here thanks to command status::

CSECHicks:
Alex: I suggest we move the people on deck 97 to the recreational decks for the time being.

CEO_Kal:
*XO* we are loosing gravity on decks 96-97, I’m working on it

XO_Olbrun:
*Kal* Keep us posted. Do you have enough crew to cover?

CO_Louis:
Commander Olbrun: You have OPS... see to it that our engineers take care of our patients.

Kris:
ACTION: THE USS BASTION REQUESTS DEPARTURE CLEARANCE.

XO_Olbrun:
Cain: I want you to scan the Bastion. See if this is a coincidence.

COO_Cain:
XO:  Aye.

COO_Cain:
*Bastion*  please stand by.

CNS_Lane:
::feels a tug on her arm turns to see a young woman crying::

Dr_Ocean:
::sounds of medics rushing to attend to the needs of the wounded souls ::

COO_Cain:
::scans Bastion::

Dr_Hous (Sound - tricorder.wav):
:: starts scanning the patients ::

CTOAlex:
::continues to monitor sensors and shields::

CEO_Kal:
::goes to deck 96 and start scanning the environmental control::

FCO_LESSA:
@*Kootenai Station* This is the USS Telgar here, requesting docking clearance.

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> Lane:  Can I talk to you counselor?

CSECHicks:
::Monitors internal sensors and activity in cargo bays::

COO_Cain:
*Telgar*  You are clear to dock on bay 12.

FCO_LESSA:
ACTION: THE USS TELGAR DOCKS AND BEGINS OFFLOADING VICTIMS.

COO_Cain:
XO:  Nothing unusual on the Bastion, shall I clear them to depart.

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Most of my team are still working on the repairs from the sabotage, I'll keep you inform

CO_Louis:
:: Exits OPS and heads into the office just off the deck. ::

Dr_Ocean:
::treating weapon burns and trying to keep people calm::

CEO_Kal:
::looks at the controls to see if they had been tempered with::

XO_Olbrun:
*Kal* Thank you. Olbrun out. ::watches the captain leave, and follows him to his office::

CNS_Lane:
::nods::Marta:  Certainly, let's move over here out of the techs' way::

CO_Louis:
:: Notices the Commander directly behind him and quietly takes a seat behind the desk ::

XO_Olbrun:
Louis: Captain, is there something bothering you?

Dr_Ocean:
*Dr Hous* how are you doing?

CEO_Kal:
::takes the panel off and starts scanning the circuitry::

Dr_Hous:
:: reads multiple fractures and hemorrhage in patient #1 :: *Sickbay*: I'll need some blood here. A- and T+.

CTOAlex:
*CEO* Please inform Hicks or myself if you notice any tampering.

CO_Louis:
Commander: Right now I'm a little disturbed with how that damn Ferengi destroyed my ego... other than that I'm fine. Have we regained our composure yet?

Dr_Ocean:
*Dr Hous* I'll have Nurse Wave transport the blood to you

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> ::walks with Lane:: Lane:  I need to talk with someone.

OPS_Cain:
*Bastion*  You are clear to depart.

FCO_LESSA:
ACTION: THE USS BASTION DEPARTS BACK TO THE OUTPOST FOR ANOTHER TRIP.

Dr_Hous:
:: goes to patient #2, he has a piece of metal in the head :: Ewww!!.. Prepare a surgical housing right there! :: points the right corner ::

FCO_LESSA:
ACTION: THE USS TELGAR IS REQUESTING DEPARTURE CLEARANCE.

XO_Olbrun:
::smiles:: Louis: We?

OPS_Cain:
*Telgar*  You are clear to depart.

CEO_Kal:
*CTO* Understood

CNS_Lane:
Marta:  I'll talk with you as long as you need.

Dr_Ocean:
::having medical staff reunite separated families::

FCO_LESSA:
ACTION: THE USS TELGAR DEPARTS BACK TO THE OUTPOST FOR ANOTHER TRIP.

Dr_Hous:
:: takes out a phaser scalpel :: Dr. Sala, 10cc of decalocaine and put him to sleep a while

CTOAlex:
::looks over to Hicks::  Hicks: I will cover the CEO if she needs us.... your security is getting thin

CO_Louis:
Taniele: I'm concerned with your attitude upon your arrival. Seems to me that there is an issue here.

CEO_Kal:
::tries readjusting the controls to bring gravity back to normal::

CSECHicks:
Alex:  Roger that, thanks.

Dr_Hous:
:: starts to cut some of the metal ::

CTOAlex:
Hick: Anytime ::smiles::

Dr_Ocean:
::holds child’s hand as he treats a burn:: Don't be afraid ::smiles and gives the child a grape lollipop::

Kris:
ACTION: AS AN ENGINEERING TECH CLOSES A PANEL, A CONDUIT MORPHES INTO A PUDDLE THAT SLIDES ACROSS THE HOUSING AND DISAPPEARS INTO A SEAM IN THE BULKHEAD.

CTOAlex:
::starts getting periodic reports from tactical teams...... all docking areas remain secure::

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> Lane:  I think this is my fault ::waves her hand to indicate the overflowing docking bay::

XO_Olbrun:
::the smile falls, and she resumes her icy composure::Louis: I still have issues with Robert to work out. Nothing more.

Dr_Ocean:
::medical staff passes out teddy bears to keep the children's morale up::

CNS_Lane:
::studies Marta's expression:: Marta:  what makes you think this is your fault?

Dr_Hous:
Dr. Gosho, take this one.. I'll continue with that other :: continues with patient #5 ::

CO_Louis:
Commander: That is acceptable, however I'm not the enemy. You're here because of our friendship. I have missed you greatly old friend. I need your experience here.

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> Lane:  I have dreams.  My dreams always come true.. and I dreamed all of this.

XO_Olbrun:
Louis: I'm not Dara, or Danel, Robert. You need to understand that.

CEO_Kal:
::steps back from the panel, surprised::

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> Lane:  I had to tell someone, I feel so... so... guilty.

Dr_Hous:
:: scans him :: Minor fractures, minor burns.... Patient #5 You can go. :: smiles and push him ::

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Kal here, I’m on deck 96 and I think I just saw a changeling

CTOAlex:
::continues to monitor ships as the come and go::

Kris:
ACTION: THE GRAVITY ON DECK 95 IS REDUCED TO 2%.

Dr_Ocean:
::scrubs hands and changes medical apron for surgery::

CSECHicks:
*Security*  We have a changeling on the station.  I need passive tricorder scans and phaser sweeps of decks 96 through 90.

XO_Olbrun:
Louis: I might carry their memories, but I am someone different all together.

CO_Louis:
Commander: Right now I need your experience... not your understanding. I knew that when Danel was the host. We have alot to learn about each other. It's been too long since we have seen each other.

CNS_Lane:
::nods, gives her an understanding smile:: Marta:  Dreams are powerful tools of the subconscious.  They express our desires and our fears.  I think you were worried that something like this could happen.  Therefore, you dreamed it.  This is certainly not your doing.

Dr_Ocean:
*Dr Hous* how are you doing?

CTOAlex:
::looks over to Hicks, surprised:: Hicks: Where did you hear that?

XO_Olbrun:
::she sets her jaw:: Louis: Perhaps you'll get that chance. I just wanted to make certain there were no other issues for you.

OPS_Cain:
CTOAlex:  Run passive scans on all docked ships and cargo bays.  Also scan any incoming ships for any further changelings.

CSECHicks:
*Kal* Where was the changeling last seen?

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> Lane:  You don't understand...  ::re-thinks what Lane said::  You really think so?

CTOAlex:
Cain: Aye. Right away

CEO_Kal:
*CSec* He was moving behind environmental control panel on deck 96

CNS_Lane:
Marta: Yes, I'm positive.

CO_Louis:
Commander: There is alot of history there. Most of it I'm not interested in right now. I need a First officer and your the closest thing I have right now. Dismissed.

CTOAlex:
::begins scans on all ships docked::

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> ::smiles relieved:: Lane:  Thank you, I've got to find my mother now.

XO_Olbrun:
::takes a deep breath, much like Riker does when he's peeved, and turns on her heel, leaving::

Dr_Ocean:
::allocates areas for Critical, Medium and Light casualties::

OPS_Cain:
*CSECHicks*  I will allocate some power to you.  Raise a force field between decks and trap that changeling.

CNS_Lane:
Marta: was she injured?

CTOAlex:
*Tactical Teams* Start scanning all incoming people

CEO_Kal:
*CSec/CTO* I've been informed that deck 95 is loosing gravity as well... the changeling maybe causing this, he may be on deck 95 now, I'll go check there

CSECHicks:
Cain:  Aye.

CNS_Lane:
<Marta>: Yes, she was burned

XO_Olbrun:
::she walks back into Ops, and is as frosty as ever::

CNS_Lane:
Marta:  She should be in CB 1 or 2.

CTOAlex:
CEO: I will send Tac Teams to decks 93-96

CSECHicks:
Computer:  Erect a level 10 force field from decks 96-93.

OPS_Cain:
XO:  We have a changeling on the station.  We are close to trapping it.

CNS_Lane:
<Marta> Thanks ::runs off toward the exit::

CEO_Kal:
*CTO* Ok, I'll wait for them, I'll try to locate the changeling

Ronas:
ACTION: A LEVEL TEN FORCEFIELD IS ERECTED FROM DECKS 96 THROUGH 93.

XO_Olbrun:
Cain: Keep on top of it. That's the last thing we need.

Dr_Ocean:
::holds person's hand:: You're going to live to enjoy many wonderful years ::warm smile::

OPS_Cain:
XO:  Aye.

CO_Louis:
:: Watches the head-strong commander leave the room and wonders how to make her understand how important it is for her to be his First officer ::

Ronas:
ACTION: THE CHANGLING IS TRAPPED.

CTOAlex:
*TacTeam Alpha and Gamma* Reports to decks 93-96 . We have a changeling to track

CSECHicks:
Cain:  The force field is up.

OPS_Cain:
*All on decks 96 through 93*  Please stay in your quarters.  If you see something odd report it to security immediately.

CEO_Kal:
::Arrives on deck 95 and walks slowly down the corridor.. then sees the force field activating in front of her::

Dr_Hous:
:: continues scanning on other patient :: I think we'd need to compartmentalize this place. *Operations* OPS, I'll need some engineers to compartmentalize the CB in two environments. For Class K and Class N2

OPS_Cain:
*CSEC*  Acknowledged.  Find that slimy sucker and trap it.

CNS_Lane:
::walks back to where the refugees are gathered and begins talking to those who will talk::

Dr_Ocean:
::sterilizes new equipment and removes scar tissue from burn victim::

CTOAlex:
::continues his scans of the ships::

OPS_Cain:
*Dr_House*  Acknowledged.  I will send and engineer immediately.

Ronas:
::trapped::

CSECHicks:
*Security*  All remaining security personnel report to decks 93-96.  Tricorder scans and phaser sweeps are ordered for all specified decks.

CTOAlex:
Hicks: Never a dull moment, eh?

CNS_Lane:
::comforts a small child, picking her up and holding her::

CEO_Kal:
*CSec* Your force field caught him, he's on deck 95

CO_Louis:
:: Monitors progress of the security team ::

Dr_Hous:
*Operations*: Thank you

CSECHicks:
Alex:  Just how I like it.

Ronas:
::morphing into a vent screen on a bulkhead::

OPS_Cain:
*CEO*  Please have one of you engineers report to Dr_House immediately.

CSECHicks:
*Ceo* Acknowledged, Kal.  We'll get him.

CO_Louis:
:: Stands and enters OPS ::

Dr_Hous:
Docs: Try to separate the Class K people and the Class N2 people. We'll isolate the environments

CO_Louis:
Cmdr Olbrun: Are there Vorta aboard?

CSECHicks:
Alex:  Let's concentrate Tac and Sec teams to deck 95.  It will speed up the search.

CNS_Lane:
::continues to hold the little girl and talks with her father::

Dr_Ocean:
::works to heal a patient's body and ease some fear::

CEO_Kal:
*COO* acknowledged, I'll send a team immediately

XO_Olbrun:
::notices all of this, and as the Captain reenters the bridge, her spine goes a little more stiff:: Captain: No, we are not reading any Vorta.

OPS_Cain:
CTO:  Please have one of the Brigs equipped to hold the changeling.  Perhaps a force field around it while in the brig will do.

CTOAlex:
::Programs several commands into the console so that scans to the ships will be automatic....alarms sounding if any changelings are found in the scans::

CTOAlex:
Cain: Aye

CO_Louis:
:: Shakes head and listens to the comm traffic ::

CEO_Kal:
*engineering team 2*  Report to Dr Hous, you will have to set up comportment in Cargo bay for different environment... keep informed

CTOAlex:
::sends several Tac Officers to help secure the brig..... Also sets up a force field inside the brig::

CSECHicks:
*Sec/Tac Teams* Converge on deck 95 and find that Changeling.

CNS_Lane:
<Richard> Lane:  Her mother is in one of your CB's being treated for a broken arm.  She was knocked down and trampled in the confusion at the outpost.

Dr_Ocean:
::consulting with cardiologist and radiologist on a patient::

OPS_Cain:
CTO: If we locate the changeling, try to lock on it and beam it directly into the brig and then erect the force field around it.  That should keep that putrid puddle from messing up our station.

CTOAlex:
*Dr. Ocean* Do we have any cryogenic chambers that we can transfer to the brig to hold any changelings we find?

CTOAlex:
Cain: I am working on it

CNS_Lane:
Richard:  She is in good hands, the Dr.'s here are excellent.  ::smiles as the little girl reaches for her dad and he takes her::

OPS_Cain:
CTO:  Aye.

CNS_Lane:
<Richard>  Lane:  Thank you, counselor

Dr_Ocean:
*CTO* Yes there are stasis chambers in Sickbay yes and 2 cryochambers but cyro might kill a changeling

CEO_Kal:
::sees some security officers coming::

CTOAlex:
::awaits coordinates from the Sec/Tac teams to transport the changeling::

CSECHicks:
::So what.  Let him die::

CNS_Lane:
::makes sure that Richard and the girl are taken care of and leaves for CB2::

Dr_Hous:
:: takes an epidermal cleaner, the scalpel, takes out the kidney and closes the wound ::

CTOAlex:
*Dr Ocean* A few stasis chambers should do.... I will have someone come for them soon

OPS_Cain:
::scans for any returning ships with more casualties::

Dr_Ocean:
*CTO* you will need a medical officer to operate them

CSECHicks:
<SECJones>CTO:  Changeling located near TL4.

CTOAlex:
*Dr Ocean* I just need them set up...we will transport the changeling directly to them

CEO_Kal:
::notices something that doesn't fit in the surrounding and realizes that there's a vent that shouldn’t be there::

Ronas:
::morphing into a humanoid form in the corridor::

XO_Olbrun:
::she looks over the reports coming in, not entirely sweating it knowing that we have a very competent crew::

Ronas:
::standing, staring at Kal::

Dr_Ocean:
*CTO* if you don’t operate a stasis chamber with precision the patient will die

Dr_Hous:
:: continues with other :: Hey! This woman has a baby in there!. Take her with Ocean now!

CTOAlex:
*Jones* Aye .... Try to confine it

CO_Louis:
:: Sits on the step outside the office watching the crew ::

CNS_Lane:
::enters CB2 and begins talking with some of the wounded::

CTOAlex:
*DrOcean* the Med Officer can adjust the settings once we have the changeling inside

XO_Olbrun:
::a little puzzled as to why the Captain is just sitting back, but turns her attention back to the tasks at hand::

CEO_Kal:
::gets back a little, finally seeing the changeling and looks behind at the officers coming her way::

CO_Louis:
:: Making mental notes on the performance and activities of the officers ::

CSECHicks:
<Jones>*CTO* Acknowledged.

Ronas:
::tilting head::   

CTOAlex:
::tries to get a lock on the changeling::

Ronas:
Kal:  You're not like the others.

Dr_Ocean:
*CTO* be sure a med officer accompanies you, it is a breach of medical ethics not too

CEO_Kal:
*CTO/CSec* I see it, its on deck 95

CTOAlex:
::sends several Tac Officers to help a Med Officer with the stasis chambers::

Dr_Hous:
:: continues :: Patient #34... Left antennae lost. :: closes the wound in the head ::

CTOAlex:
*CEO* where exactly?

CEO_Kal:
::looks at the changeling... puzzled::

CSECHicks:
<SECJones>*Kal* I'm on my way, I am right near you.

Ronas:
Kal:  Like us, you are not all the same.  At least this has not been in vain.

CEO_Kal:
Ronas: What do you mean?

Dr_Hous:
:: patient is an Andorian. Man. 35 years approximately ::

CNS_Lane:
<Seria> Lane:  Counselor is there someone who can help me?

CNS_Lane:
Seria:  What do you need?  maybe I can help

CEO_Kal:
*CTO* near the environmental controls, section 69

Dr_Ocean:
::assigns clerical staff to create a patient database::

Dr_Hous:
:: cause of death, Phaser at setting 9 ::

CTOAlex:
::Tac Officers arrive at the infirmary::

CTOAlex:
*CEO* Aye

CSECHicks:
<SECJones> ::Sneaks up on the changeling::  Ronas:  Don't move, Changeling!!

Ronas:
Kal:  You didn't run.  You didn't shoot.

CTOAlex:
::starts to get a lock on the changeling::

Ronas:
::resigned sigh::   I'm not moving.

CNS_Lane:
<Seria> Lane: I need to find my little boy, we were separated in the docking bay.

Dr_Ocean:
::consults medical database::

OPS_Cain:
CTO:  Do you have a lock?

CSECHicks:
<SECJones>Ronas:  I will vaporize you at the drop of a hat.  No tricks, ok.

CTOAlex:
<TAC Herman> Dr.Ocean: We are here for the stasis chamber

XO_Olbrun:
::she's very pleased with the competence of this crew::

Ronas:
Jones:  I will not drop a hat.

CTOAlex:
Cain: Not yet...I'm very close though

CNS_Lane:
Seria:  What's his name? and what does he look like?  I'll see if I can find him for you.

OPS_Cain:
*Brig Officer*  Ready the cryo chamber for transport.

CEO_Kal:
Ronas: I don’t have any reasons to do so...

CTOAlex:
*Dr Ocean* Can we move the stasis chamber after we have the changeling in it?

CEO_Kal:
::sees Hicks and feels a little reassured... though she's now more curious about what Ronas has to say::

CSECHicks:
<SECJones>Ronas:  You have a sense of humor, huh?  Well laugh when you're in the brig.

CO_Louis:
:: Showing no concern, and little interest, stands and enters the office to complete a report to Starfleet ::

CSECHicks:
::Leaves ops and is now on deck 95 with Kal and the Changeling::

CNS_Lane:
<Seria> Lane:  His name's Tommy.  He is 7, about this tall ::holds hand up to level to Lane's waist:: blond hair, blue eyes.  He is very shy, so he won't talk to just anyone.

CSECHicks:
Kal: Are you OK?

CEO_Kal:
Hicks: Yes I’m fine, thanks

Dr_Ocean:
TAC: take Stasis tubes 1 and 2 not the cryo chamber

Dr_Ocean:
*CTO* once in the stasis the patient is unconscious

CSECHicks:
*Alex* We have the Changeling.  Let's get him confined.

CEO_Kal:
Ronas: why do you say this has not been in vain?

CO_Louis:
:: Begins a log documenting the competence of the crew ::

Dr_Hous:
:: heads out the cargo bay 9 ::

XO_Olbrun:
::she runs a scan and checks on the status of the changeling::

CTOAlex:
*Dr.Ocean* I will beam him directly there then

Ronas:
Kal:  I'll no doubt be killed now, but at least I've learned something.

CNS_Lane:
Seria:  I'll see what I can do.  ::smiles, and walks to a computer console, submitting a report on the boy, then leaves for the docking bay area::

Dr_Ocean:
*CTO* To Sickbay?

CTOAlex:
::gets the transporter lock and beams the changeling to the stasis chamber in the infirmary::

Dr_Hous:
:: takes a deep breath and re-enters the bay ::

Dr_Ocean:
::concerned over medical ethics and would certainly refuse to aid in cryo::

Ronas:
ACTION: RONAS SMILES A WEAK SMILE AT KAL AS HE IS BEAMED INTO THE STATIS CHAMBER IN THE INFIRMARY.

OPS_Cain:
CTO: Beam the stasis chamber into the brig.

CNS_Lane:
::enters Docking bay 1 and looks for a child matching Tommy's description, doesn't see anyone::

CTOAlex:
*Tac Team in Infirmary* Be alerted ...the changeling is on the way there to the stasis chamber

CSECHicks:
::Walks over to Kal::  CEO:  Why didn't you blow him away on sight?

CNS_Lane:
::enters DB3 and sees Tommy hiding in a corner, begins talking to him::

CTOAlex:
Cain: Once it is stable I will

CEO_Kal:
Ronas: learn... why were you here??

CEO_Kal:
::looks at Ronas dematerializing... and notices the smile just before::

Ronas:
ACTION: RONAS MATERIALIZES IN THE STATIS CHAMBER IN THE INFIRMARY.

Ronas:
<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


